THE DEMOCRATIZATION OF CFD
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The Democratization of CFD

WHAT IS DEMOCRATIZATION AND HOW FAR DEMOCRATIZED IS CFD?
“Democracy” is a form of government “of the people by the people” that was arguably invented by the ancient
Greeks in the 5th century BC, and improved upon by the British, the Americans, and other nations over the last 800
years. If one considers the verb “to democratize” or the adjective “democratizing” we see these definitions in the
dictionary:

democratize
verb | de·moc·ra·tize | \di-,mä-krә-,tĩz\
: to make (a country or organization) more democratic
: to make (something) available for all people
: to make it possible for all people to understand (something)
Source: Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary

Looking at past technological precedents, one could argue that Henry Ford saw the value of democratizing the
ownership and use of motor cars a century ago by making them more consistent and affordable, and Steve Jobs
created a market for smart phones a decade ago that was very different to what had gone before—allowing for
the democratization of such technology. Even the worldwide web associated with the internet of the last 25 years
is a form of democratization because it shares information globally. We are in an age of democratization in so many
ways.
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Democratization of CFD from Analysts to Designers

We have noticed that there has been a lot of discussion in engineering publications and simulation circles over the
last two or three years about the “Democratization of CAE”, to the extent that we thought it would be good to
examine if indeed it is possible to democratize engineering simulation computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
software (Wong, 2015, NAFEMS, 2015, Ogewell, 2015, Waters, 2016, Wasserman 2016 & 2017, Jenkins 2016-2017). We
mean this in the sense of making it available—and being used—by a much wider community (say x10 or even x100
the user base of today). And, of course, all this has to be considered in the context of external trends related to
favorable new technologies becoming mainstream such as autonomous vehicles, the internet of things (IoT),
robotic advances, big data analytics, cloud deployment, artificial intelligence, and additive manufacturing.
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Keith Meintjes of CIMData during the ASSESS 2016 Conference in Washington DC has defined “democratization” as
“making (engineering) simulation accessible and usable by a much wider audience in a way that supports
how they get their work done”. This white paper will examine the factors attempting to democratize CFD today
and estimate their true influence given the relatively slow expansion in CFD usage over the last five years from ~5
to ~10% market penetration. We calculate that there are only about 300,000–500,000 regular or part-time CFD users
in the world today (including students) out of a possible user base of between 30–50 million engineers and
scientists (Hanna & Parry, 2011). We examine the underlying factors as to why CFD has such a low uptake for a
commercial technology that has been around for over 40 years.
We articulate the pros and cons of industry solutions offered today to bridge the “democratization gap” including
custom CFD applications (also known as “appification”), high performance computing (HPC), multivariable design
optimization, cloud-deployed CFD solutions, open source CFD, user experience and ease-of-use enhancements,
CAD-embedding inside PLM tools, and 1D CFD fluid system modeling/2D/2.5D CFD. In general terms, the history
and evolution of commercial CFD use has lessons to teach us with respect to the underlying numerical and physics
challenges of CFD simulation and the perennial issues of difficult (and frequently unknown) physics and chemistry,
“dirty” CAD, and the need for fast, robust meshing as pivotal. Alternative approaches to traditional CFD
technologies and workflows such as particle-based methods (Lattice-Boltzman), upfront/frontloading CFD (Sabeur
2015), or cloud-deployed solutions are discussed together with the issues of user productivity, company and user
workflows, the bottleneck of CFD expert knowledge and education, embedding expert knowledge, and dealing
with multiphysics workflows. Finally, some thoughts on what could likely lead to more democratization of CFD in
future are offered as the market targets the “holy grail” of “real-time” CFD.

CFD Market Penetration
2011 = 5%

Non Penetrated = 95%

CFD Market Penetration
2017 = 10%

Non Penetrated = 90%

Estimated CFD Market Penetration (by # of users) 2011 and 2017

Hanna & Parry (2011) first calculated that there were only about 250,000 regular users of CFD in the world. Today,
this number has grown to greater than 300,000 full-time users and up to 500,000 in total (including part-time users
and students). It is reasonable to say that a total available market for global CFD usage of 10,000,000s still exists.
Having been around for 30–40 years, CFD is considered to be relatively mature, yet it is barely 10% penetrated in
our estimation. This sort of number tallies with research by Cambashi et al. (ASSESS, 2016) for the potential number
of MCAE users worldwide of ~750,000 (out of a TAM of ~9,000,000) reported by Dennis Nagy. Nagy noted a big gap
in the “democratization” of mechanical CAE (including CFD) usage worldwide that has still not been overcome—
even as the industry grows at 5–10% each year.
So, why has CFD not reached the “masses” as some people call it (Ogewell, 2015) for even meeting modest fluid
flow, heat and mass transfer simulation needs on an ad hoc basis? This is the big question being grappled with in
the CFD/CAE industry today. Indeed, it can be argued that the MCAD industry (which creates 2D and 3D
geometrical objects in software) has been trying to address this issue for the last 10 years at a much larger scale;
and it only has a few million MCAD users globally. The advent of cloud-deployed 3D CAD with Onshape is aiming
to address this selfsame issue and it remains to be seen if their cloud deployment will be successful.
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Manufacturing

The traditional process for doing CFD has not really changed in 30 years, and the bulk of CFD done today (as much
as 80% we estimate) complies with this accepted norm of creating a geometry in CAD, exporting it to a meshing
tool, meshing it, setting up and running a CFD solver, post-processing results, going back into the geometry,
altering it and continuing to do these design loops again and again. A variant Mentor Graphics has pioneered over
the years is “frontloading” of CFD by embedding CFD technology inside CAD and PLM engines and workflows. This
can compress the overall elapsed time to results by an order of magnitude (Sabeur 2015).
Common Traditional CFD Approach
Concept Design

CAD

Detailing

CAD
CFD

Prototyping

CAD
CFD

Testing

CAD
CFD

Concept Design

CAD CFD
Frontloading

Detailing Prototyping Testing

CFD

Manufacturing

Frontloading CFD

Time & Costs Savings
Competitive Advantage

Classic traditional CFD design flows and its relationship to MCAD relative to a frontloading approach

Various preprocessing codes such as SpaceClaim, ANSA, HARPOON, and Pointwise have emerged in the last 20
years and have contributed to improving the traditional CFD workflow in terms of the clean-up of “dirty CAD”, the
improvement of meshing, etc. They improve geometry clean-up, surface and volume meshing, but all are in a sense
ways of making “faster horses” rather than a new form of vehicular transport. In this context, we should not forget
that simulation tools (including CFD) are just tools, and running them to get simulation results is only one of a set of
supporting services for the actual task of a company—creating great products for customers and processes that
are competitive globally. CFD simulation “experts” are only necessary to some extent because simulation tools tend
to be too “hard” to operate by someone who actually should operate it (e.g., a designer) to unleash its full benefit
compared to other service tools like laboratory tests.
There are clear barriers to CFD democratization today (Hanna and Weinhold, 2017), and to some extent we even
notice that CAE vendors in general force the manufacturing industry to “misuse” expensive, highly educated
engineers and scientists (simulation “experts”) to provide simple simulation services to the really productive part of
a product development entity—the manufacturing division. This is because CAE vendors fail to a large extent to
offer tools that are really possible to operate by their real target audience:engineers and designers. Even worse,
these expensive experts do not spend their precious time doing something innovative, i.e., leveraging their
scientific education and abilities to think of new products, but mainly find their time and talent spent overcoming
the technological deficiencies of CAE simulation tools, such as the need to clean up complex CAD geometries,
generate computational meshes, or to configure and watch solutions convergence to obtain meaningful results!
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WHY IS CFD SO DIFFICULT TO DEMOCRATIZE?

Pressure drop in a tube-in-shell heat exchanger vessel (with wavy baffles)

First, and perhaps most importantly, we recognize that simulating fluid flow, heat, and mass transfer (as CFD
attempts to do) in what appears to be a simple generic application area is not as easy as it may appear. If we
consider a simple tube-in-shell heat exchanger typical of the chemical process industry for instance, one might
think that before starting a simulation the physics inside this “black box” is relatively simple and “contained”.
Unfortunately, the physical phenomena that could happen inside this vessel can be incredibly complex across its
possible operating range. Dependent on the fluids being employed and the operating conditions inside the vessel,
in the “real world” without knowing the answer beforehand, all or some of many complex transport phenomena
may be in play during its normal (or abnormal) operation and one simply cannot easily know which will appear,
and when, without some a priori knowledge of the application. These phenomena might include:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
x)
xi)
xii)
xiii)
xiv)
xv)
xvi)
xvii)
xviii)
xix)

Condensation
Chemical reaction
Evaporation
Sublimation
Cavitation
Pressure waves
Fluid-structure interaction
Particulate flows (dispersed and discrete elements)
Droplet flows
Erosion
Deposition
Surface reactions
Fogging and misting
Agglomeration
Acoustic effects and vibration
Transonic flows
Sintering
Biological reactions and processes, and
Multiple phases co-existing and moving together through the vessel…

For each of these physical phenomena, there will be usually a large body of science and engineering research
conducted over many years, and frequently one finds that not many universal equations are available to be solved,
and therefore simulated by a CFD code. What therefore appears on the surface a “simple” CFD simulation can be a
nightmare for a chemical process engineer wanting to optimize the design of the vessel for her plant.
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It is also arguable that with the “fuel of Moore’s Law” (another Keith Meintjes phrase), CFD solver speeds have
exceeded the development of new physical models and numerical enhancements associated with CFD codes. We
now have very powerful computers to simulate complex physics, chemistry, and biology with relatively simplistic
(or even outdated) empirical models. In the 1980s and through the 1990s, the CFD industry vendors were remiss, or
simply stopped investing in fundamental academic research, to the level needed to provide better CFD solver
numerics and empirics to match the powerful computers we now have. In effect, we have ever more powerful
hardware applied to CFD tools that have not got the algorithms to deal accurately with some of the physics an
application demands. One can get the wrong answer in CFD as easily as the right answer. Indeed, one of the
pioneers of commercial CFD, Dr. Ferit Boysan, the former President of Fluent Inc., memorably said in 2004 that now
“more people can get the wrong answer in CFD faster than ever before!”
This is the paradox we have identified, in that for any given CFD application that is initially a “black box” to the
approaching CFD user (i.e., they do not know key parameters beforehand), they will need to get good boundary
conditions for all inlets, outlets, and geometrical boundaries, materials properties for all fluids and solids involved,
and be able to identify the key physics involved in the application correctly to switch on the right bits of the CFD
solver; plus have a faithful geometry to a sufficient level of mesh resolution to get a reasonably “correct” CFD
prediction of what is going on. Nevertheless, CFD software has proven to be a useful tool in many industries today
if used judiciously.

WHY IS CFD NOT DEMOCRATIZED TODAY?
The commercial CFD market passed the $1 billion/year mark in 2013 (Hanna, 2015), yet it is still arguably overfocused on the analysts at the top end of the CFD “pyramid” and under-utilized by the many designers and
part-time engineers and CFD users at the lower end. We estimate that 80% of all CFD users in the world today are
still analysts; the remainder are designers. CFD is therefore not democratized. To be able to allow CFD simulations
to play to its conceptual strength as a highly-available supporting service for manufactured product and process
development based on digital prototypes, the underlying technology has to improve dramatically we believe.
A “democratic” CFD software tool is not a simpler version of a software tool already available today that employs
hard-to-use “low-tech” CFD technology; it has to have actually a sophisticated “high-tech” approach to CFD which
allows it to remove a CFD Expert operating the CFD tool on behalf of a better “natural” CFD operator: a valuegenerating product development engineer.
Let us also consider what one could describe as the “user personas” of the two CFD constituencies today.

CFD ANALYSTS
Most CFD analysts are “experts”, with PhDs or MEngs, and are quite proficient in both the physics (and chemistry) of
CFD, along with its numerical challenges. They are the “priests” of the profession. In reality, CFD analysts are in
demand, they can be spread thinly across an organization, operate in a reactive mode, and are usually not called
into the early stages of product design. Indeed, the non-linear, second order coupled differential equations (the
Navier-Stokes equations) being solved in CFD codes (along with turbulence models) are about as hard as it gets in
engineering simulation—certainly harder than most CAD or FEA numerics. Analysts use CFD software full-time and
have years of experience working with it—it is their career. Sometimes the name “analyst” creates the impression
that CFD experts are necessary because CFD technology is very “high-tech” stuff. Actually, the opposite may be
true. The CFD expert is necessary in our industry because the underlying technology may be extremely inferior to
use.
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CFD DESIGN ENGINEERS
Design engineers usually have a BEng or a MEng degree, design products using CAD, carry out physical testing, and
are familiar with CAE (from university, and many may even have used some CAD-centric FEA). Design engineers
typically need results quickly, look for trends with fidelity being secondary, can use stress analysis tools, and CFD is
still relatively unknown to them. In small- and medium-sized companies, knowledge capture while doing CFD
simulation and subsequent reuse is important to designers as they may dip in and out of CFD over a year. The top
challenge for design engineers is increasing complexity of modern products. Many products have evolved into
complex coupled systems of mechanical components, electronics, and embedded software, involving multiple
engineering disciplines. In addition, the increasing number of components—often combined with
miniaturization—requires an even greater understanding of how these components will interact thermally and in a
fluid-flow sense. To add yet another level of complexity, products are often offered in multiple configurations, and
design engineers must understand the performance of each configuration.
We suspect and propose that “group think” may be happening in the CFD/CAE world and “more of the same” is
leading to a lack CFD democratization. We propose several reasons for this impasse:
1. CFD simulation workflows today are defined by the underlying numerical method used in traditional CFD
approaches rather than the user’s own engineering design workflow.
2. CFD tries to model the real physical complexity of actual product functions with even more complex,
incomplete, unstable, inaccurate, and sometimes unreliable physical and numerical models which:
i.

Are not universally applicable to what appear to be similar situations (e.g., external aerodynamics over a
car or around an aircraft wing),

ii. Come with lots of very specific (sometimes esoteric) application restrictions to be considered before the
codes are used appropriately,
iii. Do not provide any direct failure feedback to the user (thus making them even more perplexing), and
iv. Require a tremendous amount of computational resources (CPUs) with no guarantee of success (i.e.,
getting the “right answer”) at the end of the simulation process.
3. Most CFD today simply reproduces in the virtual world real-world physical situations for a product, after a
fashion, but they do not usually offer any “added value” in terms of insights for the engineering design process
being employed, identification of design faults and areas with improvement potential, new design guidelines,
etc. All of these the users have to deduce themselves, usually getting better after years of hands-on
experience. CFD users are too focused on numerical solutions, not on education of usefulness.
4. Much CFD does not lower the barrier for engineers to understand the physics of a product. Indeed, it can be
argued that it is actually the opposite. The engineer using CFD typically must already know the physics of the
product very well (or have very deep insights) to be able to select and configure the right “modeling options”
in a traditional CFD tool, and, moreover, be able to recognize CFD modeling mistakes. Hence, using CFD as a
design tool for understanding physical behavior in product development requires more physics knowledge of
an engineer rather than less ironically.
5. Traditional approaches to CFD, as they are currently formulated, do not allow users to innovate like an
engineer usually likes to work. CFD is not interactive in real-time, not immersive, does not deal with tangible
things, and is not responsive to realistic engineering timeframes. The role of CFD has gotten stuck in the
transfer of the real physical world into the virtual one; software does not act as an “assistant” for the engineer
removing the complexity of the real physics by focusing on only important and relevant design aspects,
answering the user’s questions interactively, or even advising on best practices.
6. A lot of CFD usage today is in the form of an isolated tool because CFD codes stick with one underlying
numerical method that limits them to only some useful industrial applications. Any claim to “multi-physics”
simulation (is there really multiple physics on this earth we wonder?), or better still, let’s call it “multidisciplinary physics”, is silly if it appears to be just a relatively dumb connection of multiple, otherwise isolated
w w w. m e nto r. co m
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tools, by transferring data back and forth on a platform. Or, it is trying to extend physical modeling capabilities
with only one numerical scheme that was originally good for a narrow set of functionalities but is then bent
towards applications it is simply not useful for.
7. It cannot be avoided; CFD usage is expensive. You cannot do CFD without at least a $15–$75k software outlay
(assuming you have a CAD package) and the hire of an expensive CFD engineer (>$60k/yr plus overheads),
and that’s before the purchase of powerful PCs and incidentals. This sort of outlay for small- and mediumsized companies is a significant barrier to the adoption of CFD technology, and it is frequently not affordable
when the alternative might be in-house application expertise and rule-of-thumb spreadsheets (Excel is a very
powerful tool) or simply a mentality of “build it and test it” in some industries.
8. Sadly, expert CFD users are sometimes a roadblock to “democratization” when they feel their position or job is
under threat. It is a natural human impulse to protect elite status and to be a barrier to change.
9. Finally, the CFD industry does not help users to accumulate, process, and release any knowledge and
experience collected by the billions of CFD simulations done over the years—all of this is left to the individual
user, or user community, to figure out.

CURRENT CFD INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS TO THE DEMOCRATIZATION ISSUE
We note eight approaches/enabling technologies that the CFD industry is employing, or attempting to employ, to
“fix” the democratization “gap”. Each has its pros and cons, and some have had an impact and can definitely
improve the situation to some extent we believe.

1: CFD APPS, APPIFICATION

1990 User Interface for FloTHERM - Electronics Cooling CFD Application Software

Arguably CFD “apps” or the “appification” of CFD has been around for over 25 years. Taking general purpose CFD
codes and tuning them to one or two application areas has been happening for some time, examples being
electronics cooling (e.g., FloTHERM, IcePak etc), HVAC (FloVENT, AirPak etc.), datacenters (Tileflow, 6Sigma DC,
Coolsim, FloTHERM etc. ), and turbomachinery (Numeca, CFTurbo, AxStream, MixSim, etc.), to name a few. Indeed,
we note a commonality to these applications: they tend to address “horizontals” in the market that cross over many
vertical industries.
w w w. m e nto r. co m
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CFD INDUSTRY VERTICALS
CFD HORIZONTALS

Aerospace

Automotive

Chemical
& Process

Electronics

Materials &
Manufacturing

Power
Generation

1. General Fluid Flow
& Heat Transfer
(incl. 1d-3d CFD)

Estd. CFD
Market Size

~25%

2. Multiphase
(Free Surface, Phase
Change, >2 Phases,
Dispersed Phases)

~20%

3. Rotating Machinery
(Pumps, Turbines,
Fans, Stirred Tanks)

~15%

4. Chemical Reactions
(incl. Combustion)

~15%

5. Electronics Cooling

~9%

6. Moving Bodies
(Store Release,
Non-rotating flows)

~6%

7. DEM
(Discrete Element
Modeling)

~5%

8. Fluid Structure
Interaction
(VIV, MEMs &
Mechatronics etc.)

~5%

Typical CFD industry verticals and horizontals and our estimated market size today.

A number of large companies create their own agent-based CFD simulation apps to improve the productivity of
their processes. Moreover, some CFD software (e.g., Exa PowerFlow, Hanley Innovations, etc.) aims at one (or two)
industrial applications such as external aerodynamics of cars/airplanes or automotive underhood thermal analysis,
for instance. In addition, we see many consultants (and cloud-based purveyors) in the CFD sector springing up,
creating and selling customer-specific wrappers based on the open-source CFD toolset that is OpenFoam (for
example, Symscape, Totalsim). One of the challenges for apps is that the template itself is a piece of software with
its own product lifecycle consisting of specification, User interface (UI), implementation, testing, roll-out, Q/A,
maintenance, support, documentation, etc. Such a development project can be outside the professional
competence of a typical CFD user, and outsourcing this task may render a return on investment expensive.
On the one hand, apps are a great way to significantly increase productivity for tedious, repeated tasks that do not
vary significantly. Such tasks are typical in selected industries, and apps may help to delegate the job of running
CFD, collecting results ,and doing basic result evaluation to less skilled users, thus indeed having the potential of
broadening the use of CFD and democratizing it. On the other hand, we need to make CFD much more accessible
in future. This will be the CFD industry’s biggest challenge. However, simplification of the UI through apps or
templates and using the same traditional underlying simulation technology will not work, because exactly these
simplifications of the UI will render the simulation engine unusable because of removing parameters, configuration,
and control features from the UI. Hence, app-based UI simplification for traditional CFD simulation software just
creates the opposite from what was intended—the results obtained can become less reliable and less consistent.
We strongly believe that the first step needs to be a significant investment in the underlying CFD technology with
the sole objective to create stability, reliability, and reproducibility of results through intelligent methods working
with automatic error estimation, mesh reconfiguring, built-in “intelligence” to detect unphysical settings,
workarounds for known model limitations and deficiencies, and much more. Only when we succeed to bring CFD
simulation technology to truly the next level of reliability, can we start to talk about a wide range of apps and
templates as simplified UIs for certain tasks.

w w w. m e nto r. co m
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Currently COMSOL and SolidWorks have “app stores” and app sharing. Real-world, productive apps from the user’s
perspective should involve a low amount of time of a highly-qualified PhD going into the creation of an app before
it can be used efficiently by a not-so-qualified user. But how much time of the PhD will still need to go into the app
to support the app, to train and support the various users, fix bugs, struggle with bugs of the underlying
framework, revise the original specification, create new app versions, etc., and then see the benefits of using the
app by less expensive users for projects (which still need to be qualified and are far from being cheap), is the other
side of the equation. Will this be acceptable to companies especially if the PhD leaves and the app is not
well-documented?
Again, we reiterate that apps and templates are a great way to “democratize” CFD as long as the underlying
simulation technology is really fit for purpose. What we currently have in the extended world of CFD seems to be
limited and sometimes deficient from being fit for apps.
Pros for CFD Apps:
i.

CFD apps can be tuned to a limited range of physics and a subset of geometries with meshing tied to the
geometries,

ii. CFD apps can “speak the language” of the application,
iii. CFD apps can work with application-specific product development workflows,
iv. “Smartparts” and custom components (frequently simplified for numerical and solver speedup) can be
created and deployed for certain applications,
v. Easier to incorporate relevant multi-physics linkages to other CAE products,
vi. Simplified user interface and application specific “icons” can be employed.
Cons for CFD Apps:
i.

Unless the underlying CFD solver is not going to change over a prolonged period, there are always
ongoing development costs for the app with each new release of the software. Apps can be vulnerable to
small changes in the application making it unsuitable for the underlying CFD tool,

ii. As with all commercial CFD software, QA costs are relatively high as a suite of tests will need to be run
through the solver on a regular basis,
iii. As with all CFD software, ongoing maintenance (and support) costs are relatively high. Backward
compatibility can also be an issue as the CFD solver evolves,
iv. Unless very contained, real-world physics phenomena can invalidate some apps at the edge of their
envelope of operation,
v. Apps can be susceptible to having no tools to monitor, identify, and fix (hidden) physics issues. This can
be very dangerous because the underlying CFD technology may not be fit for the level of simplicity
sometimes chosen by a user.

2: HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING (HPC)
With the inexorable march of Moore’s Law in electronics, and the relative cheapness of hardware these days (i.e.,
CPU processing power and memory), it is now very feasible to throw many more CPUs at a CFD simulation at
limited cost. Indeed, we are in the era of 100,000 cores being used in CFD (Bible, 2015). Although we deal with HPC
as a standalone enabler here, we note that this factor related to “democratization” is inextricably linked to cloud
computing (see below) as increasingly its underlying facilitator.

w w w. m e nto r. co m
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Pros for HPC:
i.

HPC will undoubtedly produce shorter elapsed times to CFD results and therefore help to democratize
some aspects of traditional CFD workflows, plus open up the possibility of routine LES and Direct NavierStokes simulation,

ii. Lattice-Boltzman CFD solvers, such as PowerFLOW and XFlow, rely on HPC to produce fast design-centric
CFD solutions with minimal set-up costs in time,
iii. HPC allows users to increase the size and detail level of the CFD model’s investigation area and to do more
transient simulations, and
iv. HPC allows users to explore a large multi-parameter design space.
Cons for HPC:
i.

HPC can be an expensive workaround if used to overcome limitations in CFD technology such as mesh
generation complexity,

ii. Costs of HPC pricing is going down but base CFD software pricing has stayed relatively constant over the
last 20 years, and
iii. This is not a solution for small and medium companies who do not have the infrastructure or IT to set up
and maintain HPC clusters (unless they opt for the cloud).

3: MULTI-VARIABLE DESIGN OPTIMIZATION TOOLS
Design optimization—sometimes called design space exploration or process integration and design optimization
(PIDO)—is a fast growing (~15% yr/yr) sector and a number of products exist (e.g., modeFRONTIER, ISIGHT, HEEDS,
ModelCenter, etc). Indeed, CFD vendors offer it as part of their productlines now (e.g., Command Center in
FloTHERM, CD Adapco’s HEEDS, FloMASTER’s Experiments). These tools are all based on mathematical formulations
to offer users better ways of assessing an optimal solution for their CFD application.

U8 Junction Temperature [°C]

Heat Sink Base Width [mm]

Heat Sink Base Length [mm]

Design space prediction in FloTHERM Command Center DoE software.

Pros for Multi-variable Design Optimization Tools:
i.

All CFD codes can benefit from them,

ii. Very powerful technique for assessing the many variables in a CFD analysis,
iii. Helps guide engineers to the “correct”, i.e. most-optimal CFD predictions.
w w w. m e nto r. co m
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Cons for Multi-variable Design Optimization Tools:
i.

Can be complex and cumbersome to use in some implementations,

ii. Typically created for mathematicians and PhDs and usually not for engineers dipping into and out of the
discipline,
iii. Tools are often unable to give a simple answer to the simple question: “Which is the best design to go
forward with?”
iv. If the CFD analysis ignores key variables it can give wrong CFD predictions.

4: CLOUD DEPLOYED (HPC) SOLUTIONS
Cloud-deployment of CFD is here today with start-up companies sprouting up almost every few months. In the
CAE space, new start-ups (e.g., SimScale, simulationHub, Ubercloud, etc.) are challenging existing vendors and are
starting to cause licensing changes as they grow to a significant size. However, in CFD (and CAE broadly), we are
dealing with geometries, boundary conditions, and material properties. Once this is parceled up, you have a lot of
the intellectual property (IP) of a company. It could be stolen on a cloud server that is not secure. Former U.S. White
House Adviser and IP Security Expert, Mark Anderson told engineers at COFES 2015 (Anderson, 2015): “Know your IP
crown jewels and keep an air gap between them and the outside world. There are no air gaps on the Cloud!”
Pros for Cloud:
i.

Users can increase CFD usage when they need it on a pay-as-you-go model,

ii. It is scalable and fits the needs of companies with variable demands,
iii. Cloud-based CFD can be an OpEx cost rather than a CapEx cost,
iv. Ideal for collaboration virtually across the world,
v. Allows users to farm out large design space exploration CFD simulation arrays onto many more CPUs than
could be possible on-site,
vi. Many of us do our banking on the cloud despite security concerns, and software such as Salesforce.com is
available on the cloud with all a company’s customer data on it, and it is accepted.
Cons for Cloud:
i.

Security is uncertain. A lot of trust must go into the Cloud provider and the IT infrastructure regarding
availability, performance, maintenance, safety, security, sustainability, etc.,

ii. Fear of simulation costs running out of control as CFD simulation turnaround times are often inherently
unpredictable up front,
iii. Connectivity issues around the globe and breakages that lose data as well as uploading and downloading
times for large models,
iv. Software compliance issues and territoriality, e.g., national government regulations (e.g., EU), data
protection legislation (e.g., Germany), national tariffs and taxes, cloud acceptance in Japan, etc.,
v. Legacy CFD codes and how to connect them to a cloud deployment,
vi. When you take your laptop offsite it is more of a security risk for hacking,
vii. Price points of $100/month ‘all-you-can-eat’ (c.f. Onshape for MCAD) could lead to the cannibalization of
the existing commercial CFD market.
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It is interesting to note that Simscale claim to have 80,000 CAE users since starting in 2013 and 23,000 new users in
2016 alone (Zaharia, 2016). Even if 20% of these are CFD users, that would be an impressive 16,000 CFD users on
their platform. How many are existing commercial CFD users and how many are “new new” users is unknown, as is
the number of students in these numbers, and good old fashioned “tire kickers”.

5: OPEN-SOURCE CFD
Open-source CFD usage has always existed in some form one can argue from Imperial College days onwards, but
today it mostly revolves around the OpenFOAM package (now owned by ESI). It has a community of a few
thousand users globally, and it’s been in existence for 10 years. Classic CFD code development issues still apply to
the open source domain though. Only very large organizations like OEMs (and targeted CFD expert consultancies)
can really afford the necessary professional software development teams for in-house open source CFD, and there
are few general business models around for a broader audience—consulting companies (e.g., Symscape, TotalSim
etc.) have sprung up to cater for this market.
Pros for Open Source CFD:
i.

It can be viewed as cheap relative to commercial CFD vendor software prices (i.e., some people view it as
“free”),

ii. Ability to control your CFD environment,
iii. Ability to extend and customize CFD software with one’s own models and methods.
Cons for Open Source CFD:
i.

It is never “free” when a significant amount of an engineer’s working time and associated overheads are
invested in it,

ii. It can be used for industrial production but only by experienced CFD analysts,
iii. QA and validation is a big issue especially with shared software and uncertain provenance,
iv. If software is written by “Baby Boomer” engineers what happens if they die off or if the expert leaves a
company taking their knowledge with them?
v. Possible IP issues with open-source provenance.

6: USER EXPERIENCE (UX) AND USABILITY
It is a truth universally acknowledged that Millennials do not want to read manuals anymore, and UX is important
for them. They like to see things as simple “red”, “yellow” and “green” options. Hence, usable engineering simulation
software has to be by definition “useful”, “intuitive”, “grab-and-use”, “targeted”, “focused”, and “single solution”
(ASSESS, 2016). Weinhold & Parry (2013) outlined the impact of user experience on CFD in a paper that viewed user
experience as the “third wave of CFD”.
Pros for UX and Usability:
i.

It is key to producing reliable, reproducible CFD results,

ii. It is key for the efficient use of CFD software,
iii. It is key for prevention of user mistakes,
iv. It will lead to greater user productivity.
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Cons for UX and Usability:
i.

In truth, there are very few downsides. Poorly implemented user experience projects can lead to adverse
effects in CFD even to the point of wrong results.

ii. Engineering simulation CFD software usually has to deal with inherently complex geometries and physics
with perhaps thousands of operations. This needs to be factored into UX design, and this is not easy to
do,
iii. UX and UI must not impact negatively on the need to produce reliable and accurate results without CFD
domain or tool expertise.

7: CAD-EMBEDDING AND PLM ENABLEMENT
Today, manufacturing product development cycles need to get shorter and shorter as either new or increased
numbers of products get to the market faster. With engineering simulation technology, increasing product
complexity can be designed much closer to its limits and therefore overdesign can be reduced—but it has a
knock-on effect of more and more requests for CFD simulations by stretched simulation experts. Mechanical CAD is
the center of all virtual product development processes. CFD appreciates this and must fit into it to be an effective
engineering design tool. Keith Meintjes (ASSESS 2016) notes however a “tyranny of CAE” exists today in engineering
simulation driving product development. But manufacturing lead times will always dominate a company’s
schedule, and 3D CAD/CAM is causing a resequencing of engineering design processes. Simulation tools being
embedded in CAD is the ideal situation as shown below (Sabeur, 2015). Embedding 3D CFD simulation inside
MCAD tools is an effective way of improving user productivity and democratizing the use of CFD. It allows for more
CFD simulations early in a product development design process where it has the most impact at the least cost.
Such frontloaded CFD simulations within common CAD environments and PLM workflows need to be done
directly on the latest 3D CAD model and need to provide results in hours rather than days or weeks. This is
something that Mentor Graphics offers with its suite of FloEFD™ tools embedded in all the major MCAD packages

Connection between multidomain software, PLM design tools and engineers with tools (Sabeur 2015).

Embedding CFD into native CAD software will be one of the biggest factors driving the democratization of CFD in
the next 10 years we believe. Data generated by CFD is the same as any other product manufacturing information,
like mass, visual appearance, kinematics, environmental footprint, manufacturing cost, etc. Why should geometry
data get transferred or exported/imported from PLM tools to be used directly by CFD — it is not logical?
w w w. m e nto r. co m
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Pros for CAD-embedding:
i.

CFD can be used early in design processes (frontloading/upfront),

ii. It can be used by designers (if robust),
iii. It provides a familiar (single) PLM user interface for an engineer to learn and use CFD rather than two,
three, or even four packages, which is often the case today.
Cons for CAD-embedding:
i.

After 30 years, some major MCAD tools are still not that easy to use for any engineer who just picks them
up and tries to use them for the first time,

ii. A lot of engineering simulation tools, including CFD, are simply not connected as well together inside PLM
platforms as users would like,
iii. Tools don’t have full physics (or chemistry and biology) functionalities.

8: 1D FLUID SYSTEM/2D/2.5D CFD
The world is essentially three-dimensional but it is also made up of complex systems and system-of-systems.
Realistically, CFD must employ the best-suited methods, even if there are simplifications involved, to achieve its
overall objectives. Keith Meintjes (ASSESS, 2016) states that “for engineering design, complete up-front model based
systems modeling is important,” such that 1D systems models are becoming ever more important. Requirements
for 1D system modeling need to be traceable and verifiable. There is also a need to take into account modeling
hierarchies and varying simulation fidelities. Model-based CAE collaboration is important, as is a need for
optimization of the data “value stream”. Ideally, automatic selection of the best CFD method should be mandatory
in engineering simulation software without user input. In some situations 2D CFD or even 2.5D CFD can yield
realistic engineering predictions quite quickly too.

Typical 2D CFD flow simulation scenario (thin channels).
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Pros for 1D/2D/2.5D CFD:
i.

Once a 1D model is set up, system models are very fast, and many “what if” analyses can be run rapidly in
parallel,

ii. It should not be forgotten that most power stations in use today, plus tried and tested equipment such as
space rockets and Boeing 747s were all designed by 1D CFD (Miller, 2014). 1D models are still very useful
engineering tools.
iii. 1D systems modeling yields real-time and near real-time engineering simulation.
iv. 1D inherently deals with system-of-systems, which is becoming ever more important in modern
manufactured products.
v. Parts of 3D CFD domains show one-dimensional and two-dimensional features, e.g., narrow channels,
porous regions. Why waste a 3D solver’s time and lots of mesh cells in such parts of the domain solving in
3D?
Cons for 1D/2D/2.5D CFD:
i.

Absolute accuracy of 1D/2D/2.5D simulations are always questionable,

ii. 1D, 2D, and 3D solver coupling timescales are always difficult in co-simulation situations. Invariably, all
solvers wait for the slowest one in the chain. Moreover, transient physical processes are hardest to
simulate with multi-dimensional engineering simulation software.

IMPACT OF THE EIGHT ENABLING FACTORS ON THE DEMOCRATIZATION OF CFD
We note that there are multiple conflicting strands to the democratization of CFD conundrum posed by these
solutions—enabling technologies like HPC and cloud deployment have little to say about ease-of-use and
customer workflows for instance. Table 1 shows our judgement of the realistic impact of each of these eight factors
on the democratization of CFD (in the near future) with respect to the “Number of New CFD Users” brought into
the industry, and the “Productivity of all CFD Users” (both existing and new users). “Productivity” here is defined as
“the amount of CFD output from a CFD user divided by the effort required by the user to get that output”.

Democratization Factor

# Extra CFD Users

Productivity of CFD Users

1. Appification
2. HPC
3. Multivariable Design Optimization
4. Cloud Deployment
5. Open Source CFD
6. User Experience & Ease of Use
7. CAD-Embedding & PLM Enablement
8. 1D/2D/3D CFD
Table 1: Impact of Democratization Factors on CFD Penetration in Future
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FUTURE CFD USAGE THAT WILL LEAD TO DEMOCRATIZATION
Hopefully, it can be seen from our arguments above that some of the pre-requisites and major factors for
democratization of CFD are embedding in MCAD/PLM, user experience (auto meshing, ease of use, UI, guided
built-in intelligence), 1D-3D CFD, and HPC and cloud deployment. We have to be careful though; there is something
fundamentally different from what we understand a “non-expert” to be versus an “expert” with respect to CFD
simulations. A “non-expert” is only a “non-expert” for a specific simulation software (like CFD), but he/she can
certainly be an expert in their own field of engineering (like testing, chemical engineering, process control, etc.),
when compared to a typical CFD analyst who might be a non-expert in their engineering field while being an
expert in running a specific set of CFD software tools.
Knowles (2015) rightly observes in our opinion that CFD should compute what is necessary, not what is possible (be
it negative or positive). We should also not simplify the world to “experts” and “designers” as frequently a CFD
“designer” may be a non-expert in CFD who wants to dip in and out of the code, but an expert in other things.
Knowles notes that:
■■ CFD fidelity needs to match actual input data and output requirement fidelity—what engineers call “good
enough.”

The peak in the utility and accuracy tradeoff could be labelled “good enough” (Knowles, 2015).

■■ It should be as close to “real time” as possible in obtaining it.
■■ CFD must consider all relevant physics, but no more for an application.
To expand physical CFD simulations for virtual prototyping, industry will not expand CFD analysis departments we
believe, but expand its use closer to product development. A challenge the industry faces is that less analyst CFD
skills are available than is required (ASSESS, 2016). Consequently, another user type will have to come into focus; a
requirement for a highly flexible engineering workforce, the employment of engineering staff worldwide, even
crowd-sourcing of engineering labor, and the ability to adapt to changing business needs in terms of hiring and
firing. Management cannot have engineering success dependent on specific employees anymore.
Staff will need to be exchangeable and replaceable. We believe that future CFD users will be engineers completely
immersed in a complex product development process who…
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… understand their products and designs very well

		

… are trained to find innovative solutions to problems

		

… rely on various design tools every day

		

… expect that these tools just work reliably

		

… do not care much about how these tools work

		

… are very flexible, and not loyal

		

… show a strong “get-it-done” attitude.

In the final analysis, what all engineers want is “real-time CFD” so they can do what they do best: make engineering
judgements on fluids related problems and use CFD to do “what if…?” tests/experiments on computers to help in
their decision-making. What happens in reality (especially with traditional CFD approaches) is that CFD experts have
to be CAD jockeys, meshing experts, and solver/numerical junkies. Indeed, CFD analysts today may still be
spending 66% of their time in pre-processing and data management. Real-time 3D CFD is truly a long way off but it
is still the “Holy Grail of CFD” (Hanna & Parry, 2011).
We concur with Eckhart Niederauer of Siemens PLM in Frankfurt, Germany, who added a response to a “Virtual
Engineer” Blog post about “Mechanical FEA being in its infancy” (Cooper, 2014) by saying (in part) that:
■■ “If you consider what 3D-CAD has gone through over the last 15 years, CAE/Simulation will go the same road but real
fast: Process and Data Management, Integration into Workflows and Project Plans and Simulation will get approval
authority in the Verification Process, starting in the early stages (Front Loading) and helping testing to be more
efficient in the integration phase of a product. This is just linear thinking looking in the rear view mirror.
■■ Where we humans struggle a lot is to look through the windshield and perceive the road ahead. This road ahead can/
will have these elements:
––Simulation is a piece of a bigger pie called Verification Management; management does not care how you have
verified the requirements, you did it and they believe it and will decide accordingly. Full stop.
––Simulation will be done more and more with automation in the design space. Finally, when a designer alters his/her
design under the hood, 12 simulation disciplines are running using 27 load cases each, and after 5 seconds when
the geometry has changed, the verification icon is green/yellow/red. You simulation engineers stop looking in
Wanted Ads, your job will be to create what is running under the hood.
––System simulation will take over the regime, no matter whether it is done in 0D, 1D or 3D. All Verification will come
back to check if requirements, functional integrity and performance of the entire system is met. All disciplines, e.g.
Structural, CFD, Motion will be just a part of the game. And there are disciplines we mechanical guys have started to
learn: controls, embedded software, user software, costs, manufacturing, servicing… The multi-domain quest has
not even started yet in systems simulation. Fasten your seat belts.
Lean back, relax, take a sip of your favorite drug and think out of the box.”
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Embedded Software
Mechanical Systems

Electronic Systems
SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS

System “V”s joined up by:
1) PLM
2) ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning)
Software
3) Business Analytic

SYSTEM
SYSTEM MODULE
UNIT
ELEMENT

Product manufacturing as a series of parallel System Vs

Finally, we believe that the top challenge for design engineers going forward is increasing product complexity.
Many products these days have evolved into complex systems of mechanical components, electronics, and
software, involving multiple engineering disciplines. In addition, an increasing number of components, often
combined with miniaturization, requires an even greater understanding of how these components will interact,
while making sure they do not overheat. To add yet another level of complexity, products are often offered in
multiple platforms, and design engineers must understand the performance of each platform. In conclusion, we
belief that a “circle” of factors will need to be addressed by CFD code architects of the future to meet the needs of
democratization.

workflow,
disciplines
results

visual

automated

immersive,
human

interactive

0D to 3D
seamless
scaling

explore the
design space

scalable
fidelity,
methods,
platform
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adaptive

just works,
tolerant

Factors impacting the design of an “Ideal” CFD code
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SUMMARY
It is entirely conceivable that one day our grandchildren—or let’s say two generations of engineers removed from
us—will laugh at us when we tell them that we spent two-thirds of our time in creating geometry and meshing
when we did fluid flow simulation with CFD. And did we really spend days and weeks in preprocessing when they
will be able to do “real time” CFD with the touch of a screen? Or even perhaps they will do fluid flow, heat and
mass transfer analysis straight from their brains while wearing some helmet!
“Democratization” should be a consequence of the way engineers design products. CFD simulation tools help to
produce innovation and engineers need to be freed from the shackles of CFD methodologies that hinder it. We
believe that engineers live in a CAD-centric and PLM-enabled universe, and CFD software implementations need to
deal with customer workflows to make them as productive as possible in these environments with the least
amount of physics knowledge possible. In addition, users want realistic simulations in real time. We simply do not
have concurrent multi-physics co-simulation in the world today—there is still a lot of sequential simulation going
on.
Democratization of CFD is indeed possible, but to get from 5–10% market penetration to 80–90% in the next
30–40 years will require more thinking out of the current box and probably radical rethinking of CFD code
structures with more fundamental research. We believe the biggest impact on democratization will come from
PLM-enabled CAD-embedded CFD, cloud deployment, and user experience being front and central to code design.
Certain CFD apps will have a place in the democratization thrust but the very challenge of CFD democratization
itself should be the biggest agent for change in our industry.
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